INTRODUCTION
To overcome the bandwidth limitation of the conventional narrowband-integrated services digital network (N-ISDN) and to effectively deal with the services requiring various transmission characteristics, broadband-ISDN (B-ISDN) has been developed. To implement B-ISDN, asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) with the network structure independent of the transmission speed and characteristics of information sources was proposed. The most important communication services in B-ISDN are video services that require wide bandwidth. Video services in B-ISDN include videophone, videoconference, high definition television (HDTV), and TV broadcasting. B-ISDN can process various types of services together, as the base of a communication network, and offers economic and convenient multimedia services such as voice, data, and video applications.
In ATM networks, image quality remains almost the same by encoding a video signal at variable bit rates (VBRs). To realize video communication in ATM networks, we must consider the transmission flexibility and constraint of ATM networks. Efficient video coding methods [1] and network resource applications are also required. Video signals with a large amount of data are required for real-time processing and their bit rates show the bursty characteristic [2] . Statistical characteristics of the standard video traffic such as moving picture experts group (MPEG) have been investigated. The traffic control and bandwidth allocation techniques of conventional communication networks are likely to be congested. To satisfy different qualities of service (QoS) for the calls with various transmission characteristics, efficient traffic control mechanisms are required over processes of transmission.
It is important to reliably model the traffic source for effective traffic control in ATM networks [3] . Conventional methods of modeling voice and data are simple, whereas a more sophisticated method is required for modeling video traffic. By measuring characteristics of VBR video traffic, traffic has recently been effectively represented by statistical self-similarity, which is explained by the long-range dependence (LRD) characteristic. If self-similarity is employed, both the short-term and long-term bursty characteristics are easily explained. The LRD characteristic of VBR video traffic can be measured by the Hurst parameter. This paper presents three Hurst parameter estimation methods, compares their performance of LRD analysis, and describes applications to fractal modeling of video traffic.
CHARACTERISTICS OF VBR MPEG VIDEO TRAFFIC
An MPEG encoder generates three types of frames, namely, the intra (I) frame, the predictive (P) frame, and the bidirectional (B) frame [4, 5] . The group of these frames is called the group of picture (GOP). Figure 1 shows the structure of the GOP. The I frame is the access point of a GOP and is encoded by the discrete cosine transform (DCT) and quantization. It does not use any information in the past and future frames; thus, it reduces accumulated error. The bit rate of the I frame is larger than those of the P and B frames; however, the number of I frames in a GOP is smaller than the number of P and B frames. The P frame contains information obtained by predicting with the latest I or P frames, in which temporal redundancy is reduced by motion compensation. The B frame is generated by predicting bidirectionally with I and P frames or with two P frames immediately adjacent to it. The B frame yields a compression ratio larger than those of the P and I frames, with smaller variations of the bit rate.
The VBR MPEG video sequences used in experiments consist of movies, sports, shows, and others [6] . Each video sequence consists of 40,000 frames, equivalent to approximately a 30-min sequence except for the Video Conference sequence (3 min) and the News Show sequence (18 min). Figure 2 shows bit rate fluctuations of various VBR MPEG video sequences used in experiments. The compression rate R, the mean m, and the standard deviation σ of the bit rate, and burstiness B defined by the ratio of the peak bit rate to the mean bit rate, are shown in Table I for each sequence, where the statistical quantities are listed for three cases: quantities in frame unit, quantities in GOP unit, and quantities per second. Table II shows the parameters of the MPEG-I encoder for the bit stream used in experiments.
HURST PARAMETER ESTIMATION

Long-Range Dependence
In video traffic with the LRD characteristic, the decreasing rate of the autocorrelation function is much slower than that of the exponential function. Let X (t) = (X t : t = 
where k is a lag index. However, in video traffic with the short-range dependence (SRD) characteristic, for 0 < p < 1, r (k) is approximated by
If video traffic with the LRD characteristic is approximated by the conventional traffic represented by the SRD characteristic, the correlation is underestimated.
Hurst Parameter Estimation Methods
The fractal dimension is an important statistical characteristic of a fractal signal with geometrical structure [7, 8] . Stationary stochastic processes with the LRD characteristic show the Hurst effect [9, 10] , which is measured by the fractal dimension. Hurst parameter values vary depending on the type of VBR video data. In this section, R/S analysis for Hurst parameter estimation is reviewed and three methods that were proposed for estimation of the fractal dimension are presented.
R/S analysis.
The relationship between the sample mean and the sample variation is explained by the Hurst effect. Let X k (1 ≤ k ≤ n) be a stochastic process with sample meanX (n) and sample variation S 2 (n). The R/S statistic is defined by
where
The Hurst parameter H is represented by the relationship
where E[·] denotes expectation and c is a constant. In the case of video traffic with the LRD characteristic, H has a value between 0.5 and 1. The Hurst parameter of video traffic with the SRD characteristic is equal to 0.5.
Wavelet method.
Local regularity of the function is likely to be characterized by the mathematical wavelet model [11] . With this characteristic, the Hurst parameter is estimated by the ratio of energies between two adjacent resolutions. Figure 3 shows twolevel signal decomposition (analysis) and reconstruction (synthesis) using wavelets, wherẽ G (G) represents an analysis (synthesis) low pass filter andQ (Q) represents an analysis (synthesis) high pass filter. j , −J ≤ j ≤ −1, denotes the resolution. In the decomposition stage, a signal is filtered and convolved, and then downsampled by a factor of two. In the reconstruction stage, two components are combined by inverse processes of the analysis stage.
The power spectrum P(w) of a fractal signal is represented by where α denotes a constant. The power spectrum P 2 j (w) of a fractal signal filtered by the high pass filterψ 2 j (w) is expressed as
whereψ 2 j (w) =ψ(2 − j w) denotes the wavelet function at resolution 2 j . The power spectrum P d 2 j (w) of a discrete signal, sampled by a factor of 2 j , is written as
Let σ 2 2 j be the energy of a high frequency signal D 2 j f , defined by
By putting (7) and (8) into (9), we obtain the relationship
Thus the Hurst parameter is computed by
Note that the ratio σ
Line length method.
All points are covered by a surface with a blanket of thickness 2 . Then the line length denotes the area occupied by the blanket with thickness 2 [12] . Let g(x) be the function value at point x, u denote upper surface, and b represent lower surface. Initial values for upper and lower surfaces are given by u 0 (x) = b 0 (x) = g(x). Then the blanket surfaces are recursively defined by, for = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
and
where point j is the point with the distance from point i less than or equal to one, | j − i| ≤ 1, and t denotes the thickness parameter. The current value of the upper (lower) surface is increased (decreased) by the thickness parameter t, and the maximum (minimum) value is selected among the increased (decreased) surface value and surface values of its neighbors. The area a of the blanket is obtained in terms of u and b :
The line length L( ) is computed by
and the length of a fractal surface is expressed by
where F is a constant and D represents the fractal dimension. The relationship between the Hurst parameter and fractal dimension is expressed as
where T represents the topological dimension. In the case of one-dimensional video data, T is equal to one.
Fourier filtering method.
The Hurst parameter can be computed in the frequency domain [13] . In a finite time interval 0 < t < T , the process X (t, T ) is given by
The Fourier transform F( f, T ) of X(t, T ) is defined by
where j = √ −1 and the power spectral density S( f, T ) of X(t, T ) is expressed as
The power spectral density S( f ) of X is defined by
where S( f ) is a nonnegative and even function. The power spectral density is inversely proportional to f β ,
and the Hurst parameter H is related to β,
which indicates that the Hurst parameter is a linear function of β.
Fractal Modeling
The fractional autoregressive integrated moving average (F-ARIMA) ( p, d, q) process is a stationary process showing both LRD and SRD characteristics [14] . For the autoregressive moving average (ARMA) ( p, q) process, X t is expressed as
where ε t is uncorrelated Gaussian noise and θ j and φ j are real coefficients. X t−m , 1 ≤ m ≤ p, is a correlated normally distributed random variable. A lag operator B is defined by the relationship
and the difference operator ∇ is defined by
where (
with the gamma function (x) defined by 
Then the F-ARIMA ( p, d, q) process is expressed as
To generate the F-ARIMA process, X t satisfying (31) must be generated. As the F-ARIMA process, a simple F-ARIMA(1, d, 0) process is commonly used, in which the equation
is used. Equation (32) is expressed as
and X k is written as
For 0 < d < 1/2, the F-ARIMA process is stationary and shows the LRD characteristic. The SRD structure is controlled by changing φ(B) and θ(B), whereas the LRD structure is controlled by changing d.
BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION
ATM networks must process all services possible in future communication networks. N-ISDN services such as telephone, facsimile, remote sensing, teletext, and e-mail, and B-ISDN services such as video telephone, video conference, color facsimile, CATV, and HDTV are required.
The most important feature of services in ATM networks is that the distribution ranges of bandwidth are very wide. The basic signal of N-ISDN is distributed around 64 Kbps of audio signals, whereas the bandwidth of B-ISDN is extended to hundreds of Mbps. Thus, the efficient bandwidth allocation method is required in ATM networks [15, 16] .
Effective bandwidth allocation for video traffic is difficult. Some reasons are as follows: real VBR video traffic exhibits highly bursty and nonstationary properties which complicate the queueing analysis, and the effective bandwidth must avoid buffer blocking and excessive delay by the worst-case video input signal [17] .
Bandwidth Allocation Methods
Deterministic bandwidth allocation method.
Allocating the maximum bit rate, the deterministic bandwidth allocation method does not offer necessary adaptability in processing the different kinds of traffic requiring variable bit rates and various bandwidths. It also does not use the statistical characteristics of input traffic, resulting in bandwidth waste. Therefore, it is not suitable for ATM networks. However, it has been widely used in the exchange network of telephone circuits and is suitable for STM.
Statistical bandwidth allocation method.
To effectively utilize network resources and the statistical variation of traffic, the statistical bandwidth allocation method considers the types of services. That is, the bandwidth to be allocated is determined by considering the average bit rate of traffic, the maximum bit rate, and the burst characteristics. This method is usually suitable for ATM traffic showing VBR characteristics. Figure 4 shows the system model consisting of a video server, an ATM network, a playback buffer, and an MPEG decoder [18] . Let the size of the ith frame be equal to a i bits, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, where n denotes the number of frames of encoded MPEG bit streams. The bit stream with frame period τ is decoded at a rate of 1/τ frames per second and T i FIG. 4 . System model for video server applications.
System Model
denotes the time interval for each frame i. The minimum reservation rate, R * (bps), is the minimum rate at which the bandwidth must be reserved in the ATM network to ensure that the playback buffer does not overflow and is defined by
for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, where a i + · · · + a j denotes the sum of the frame sizes from the ith to the jth frame, T i + · · · + T j represents the sum of the frame periods from the ith to the jth frame, and B p signifies the size of the playback buffer. The video server calls the bandwidth R * to ATM networks. The admission for the call of resources is determined by a call admission control (CAC) algorithm. The buffer input rate I i is defined by the rate at which data are received by the playback buffer during the ith frame interval. This is equivalent to the rate at which the server sends out data during the time interval τ . It is the highest rate that does not cause the playback buffer to overflow, not exceeding the minimum reservation rate R * (I i ≤ R * ).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The LRD characteristic in VBR MPEG video traffic is investigated, and the performance of the four Hurst parameter estimation methods used in LRD analysis is compared. Statistical characteristics of video data used in the experiments are shown in Tables I and II. The compression rate is inversely proportional to the mean bit rate for the same frame size. It is possible to estimate the amount of change of the traffic by the compression rate. The standard deviation of the bit rate is used to analyze the statistical characteristic of a signal. In Fig. 2 , because the different types of traffic do not follow Gaussian distribution, the standard deviation of the bit rate is not related to the compression rate, mean bit rate, and burstiness.
In the F-ARIMA (1, d, 0) process, the LRD characteristic is controlled by changing d, whereas the SRD characteristic is controlled by changing φ 1 . Figure 5 Table IIIa shows the Hurst parameter estimated by R/S analysis as a function of nonoverlapping block size. With the size of the sample X k equal to N , the whole sequence is divided into K nonoverlapping blocks. Then the previous samples are rescaled, and R( is computed for each sequence, with the new starting point t i :
. . , where (t i − 1) + d ≤ N , and the nonoverlapping block size is equal to N /K . Experimental results show that the Hurst parameter is independent of the block size; however, small block size requires a high computational load for Hurst parameter estimation. So selection of the proper block size is required and 10 is generally used. If the block size is too large, the H value can be estimated incorrectly. But the data size used in experiments is extremely large; the Hurst parameter can be estimated properly with the block size of 100. Table IIIb shows the Hurst parameters calculated framewise. If the Hurst parameter is estimated in the I frame, with the block size equal to 1/12 of the block size applied to the entire frame, it is similar to that estimated over the entire frame.
In Fig. 7 , the Hurst parameters detected by four methods are compared. R/S analysis is used to estimate the Hurst parameter of VBR MPEG video traffic, whereas wavelet, line length, and Fourier filtering methods are employed for estimation of the fractal dimension. The range of the Hurst parameter, 0.5 < H < 1, is used experimentally for all data, which means that all data show the LRD characteristic. If the Hurst parameter of an input data signal is known, we can classify the VBR video scene depending on its activity. For example, the data with low activity have an H value between 0.5 and ∼0.75. The data with medium activity have an H value between ∼0.75 and ∼0.90. The data with high activity have an H value between about 0.90 and 1.00. Hurst parameters estimated by R/S analysis differ from those estimated by other methods. It is important to correctly estimate Hurst parameters to effectively examine the LRD characteristic of the traffic. Hurst parameter values of real data are unknown, so the performance of each method cannot be fairly compared. In experiments, sports sequences show large motions whereas the Video Conference sequence shows small motions. The Hurst parameter of the former is also large, whereas that of the latter is small for all methods. Note that the Hurst parameter is related to the amount of motions involved in the sequence.
R/S analysis requires relatively small computational load in which it is important to select the nonoverlapping block size for computational efficiency. Experimentally, the nonoverlapping block size is set to 10 for trade-off between the computational efficiency and accuracy, in which the Hurst parameter is almost the same for different nonoverlapping block sizes. In the wavelet method, the Hurst parameter value depends on the number of decomposition layers employed. Experimentally, two-layer decomposition gives the results similar to those by other methods. A large number of decomposition layers requires high computational complexity. The line length method is the simplest of the four methods in terms of the computational efficiency, although it is difficult to select a thickness parameter t in (12) and (13) . Experimentally, we set t = 100 for MPEG video traffic with the mean frame rate greater than 1000 bits. Note that the thickness has to be set differently depending on the traffic characteristic of the video sequence. The Fourier filtering method requires a relatively high computational load; thus, it is not suitable for real-time applications.
Thus far, the Hurst parameter has been estimated over the entire frame of the sequence. However, the areas containing large and small motions coexist even in a single sequence. So the local estimation of the Hurst parameter is required, for which a proper frame size is to be selected. Figure 8 shows the Hurst parameter as a function of the frame size, from which the proper frame size is selected for local Hurst parameter estimation of VBR MPEG video sequence. Figure 8a shows the Hurst parameter as a function of the frame size when the nonoverlapping block size is set to 10. The recontrolled frame number is less than 10 when the frame number is less than 100. The Hurst parameter fluctuates, especially when the sample size is very small. The Hurst parameter must be positive, and for the traffic with the LRD characteristic, it should be larger than 0.5. Figure 8b shows the Hurst parameter as a function of the frame size when the nonoverlapping block size is equal to 1. The Hurst parameter has a value smaller than 0.5 when the frame size is less than 100. However, when the frame size is larger than 500, the Hurst parameter can be estimated properly and a constant Hurst parameter is obtained regardless of the block size. The estimation of the Hurst parameter is severely biased unless the shortrange correlations are suppressed through aggregation or filtering. In (5), for very small n, H may have a negative value. For meaningful estimation of the local Hurst parameter, a frame size larger than 500 frames is required. Figure 9 shows the mean, variance, peak/mean, variance/mean 2 , and Hurst parameter estimated for two cases with 40 subsequences. The Jurassic Park sequence with 40,000 frames is segmented into 40 nonoverlapping subsequences. Figures 9a, 9c, 9e, 9g, and 9i show the results for the nonaccumulated sequences, whereas Figs. 9b, 9d, 9f, 9h, and 9j are the results for the accumulated sequences, where the accumulated sequence denotes the sequence obtained by concatenating a number of nonoverlapping subsequences. The distribution of various statistical measures is shown in Fig. 9 . The estimated Hurst parameter value shows fluctuation around 0.87 in Fig. 9i , and the local Hurst parameter estimated from the nonaccumulated sequence is different from that estimated over the entire sequence. Figure 9 shows that the statistical characteristics of the accumulated sequence have similar values if the frame size is larger than some threshold value. A sequence with a similar statistical measure consists of subsequences with different statistical characteristics. In experiments, the Hurst parameter of the Jurassic Park sequence estimated with 15,000 frames is similar to that estimated with the entire sequence of 40,000 frames.
The Hurst parameter represents the fractal characteristic of VBR MPEG video traffic; i.e., it describes the long-range dependence characteristic of video traffic. It is not related to the mean bit rate of video traffic, but it is instead related to the standard deviation and burstiness in the sense that it represents the amount of traffic variation of the video sequence. Experimental results show that it is not directly proportional to the standard deviation and burstiness of the video sequence. Figure 10 shows comparison of the minimum reservation rate as a function of the buffer size for various sequences, where the minimum reservation rate represents the minimum bandwidth without buffer overflow. The larger the buffer size, the smaller the minimum bandwidth reservation rate. The Sports sequences and the TV sequences with large Hurst parameters give large minimum reservation rates whereas the Video Conference sequence with small Hurst parameters yields a small minimum reservation rate. The sequence with a large Hurst parameter shows large motions and data size, requiring large bandwidth.
If the buffer size increases to infinity, the minimum reservation rate is equal to the average bit rate listed in Table I . Practically, a very large buffer size cannot be allocated as the tradeoff between the bandwidth utilization and the cell loss. The mean bit rate, minimum reservation rate, and Hurst parameter for several test sequences are listed in Table IV , in which the Hurst parameter specifies the average of four Hurst parameter values obtained by four estimation methods. It is noted that the minimum reservation rate is roughly proportional to the mean bit rate times the Hurst parameter. But this relationship is not always true because the estimated Hurst parameters are different for various estimation methods, as shown in Fig. 7 . The Hurst parameter is not the only factor for bandwidth allocation because it is related to the burst characteristic of the traffic. Therefore, other traffic information is needed for efficient bandwidth allocation. The bandwidth in ATM networks cannot be allocated by a single parameter of input traffic. Thus, the minimum number of parameters is used, for which the Hurst parameter and the average bit rate can be used for bandwidth allocation. The average bit rate determines the distribution range, whereas the Hurst parameter shows the activity of the input traffic. For the same mean traffic value, the larger the Hurst parameter, the larger the bandwidth allocation. So the Hurst parameter is proportional to the minimum reservation rate. But we must consider parameters such as delay when considering the VBR video traffic with very complex motions. Table IV shows the compression rate, mean bit rate, original source size (compression rate × mean bit rate), and normalized minimum reservation rate (MRR) with buffer size (BS) equal to 10 5 for several examples VBR MPEG video traffic. The normalized minimum reservation rate is the value when the mean bit rate is set to 100 Kbps. The original source sizes are almost the same except for the Star Wars, News Show, and MTV sequences. The Hurst parameter is not explicitly related to the mean bit rate, but it depends on the activity of video traffic. The larger the activity of video traffic, the larger the Hurst parameter. If a video stream has a larger activity, it requires a larger minimum reservation rate for the same mean bit rate. For the same activity, the minimum reservation rate depends on the mean bit rate. Thus, the minimum reservation rate is roughly proportional to the mean bit rate times the Hurst parameter. So the larger the Hurst parameter and mean bit rate are, the larger the bandwidth. Note that the minimum reservation rate is approximately proportional to the mean bit rate times the Hurst parameter. Figure 11 shows the relationship between the minimum reservation rate and the mean bit rate times the Hurst parameter for ten test sequences. There are small fluctuations, but the minimum reservation rate is approximately proportional to the mean bit rate times the Hurst parameter. Table V shows the relationship between the minimum reservation rate and the mean bit rate times the Hurst parameter for four different Hurst parameter estimation methods (R/S; R/S analysis; WM, wavelet method; LL, line length method; and FF, Fourier filtering method). The line length method has the mean bit rate times the Hurst parameter value smaller than that of other methods, with the other methods except for the line length method showing similar values. Note that the line length method requires less computation time and complexity. Figure 12 shows the relationship between the minimum reservation rate and the
FIG. 11.
Relationship between the minimum reservation rate and the mean bit rate times the Hurst parameter for ten test sequences. mean bit rate times the Hurst parameter for four Hurst parameter estimation methods. The shapes of graphs for each method are somewhat different, but for all cases the minimum reservation rate is approximately proportional to the mean bit rate times the Hurst parameter. Figure 13 shows the relationship between the minimum reservation rate and the mean bit rate times the Hurst parameter for several buffer sizes (10 4 , 10 5 , 10 6 , and 10 7 ). The minimum reservation rate is approximately proportional to the mean bit rate times the Hurst parameter for different buffer sizes. The most important factor of estimation conditions is the buffer size. The determination of buffer size is related to the mean bit rate. If the buffer size is too large, bandwidth allocation control is not important, which is difficult in real networks. Less bandwidth allocation is needed to guarantee no buffer overflow.
It was presented [19] that the stochastic process V (αt) has a service rate given by
where m represents the mean input rate, α denotes an arbitrary number, C is the service rate of V (t), and H signifies the Hurst parameter. This expression shows that the service rate depends on the mean bit rate and the Hurst parameter; however, it is not directly proportional to them. In this equation, H characterizes the quality of the traffic, whereas m characterizes its quantity. The bandwidth allocation is related to both terms. The second term can have a bigger or smaller value than the first term depending on α. Both quality and quantity are important in bandwidth allocation. To apply this equation to actual sequences, α must be properly determined.
The Hurst parameter shows the characteristic of traffic: the characteristic of long-time traffic is represented by the Hurst parameter. In allocating the bandwidth, it is not desirable to use a large number of variables because the bandwidth allocation is to be processed in real time. For direct calculation of the required minimum bandwidth of a video stream, we can use (35). But it is difficult to select appropriate values of i and j, noting that the minimum reservation varies for different i and j. In such cases, the estimated minimum reservation rate is not suitable for band allocation control of the video bit stream.
FIG. 14.
Comparison of the bandwidth utilization as a function of the buffer size for various sequences. Figure 14 shows comparison of the bandwidth utilization as a function of the size change for various sequences, where the bandwidth utilization is defined by the ratio of the mean bit rate to the minimum reservation rate. Note that the mean bit rate is shown in Table I and the bandwidth utilization is not definitely related to the minimum reservation rate. In experiments, the bandwidth utilization of the Video Conference sequence with small motions is the largest. If traffic is not bursty, the bandwidth can be utilized better by small bandwidth allocation. However, in ATM networks, most traffic shows different characteristics, so the adaptive bandwidth allocation method is desirable.
CONCLUSION
The Hurst parameter is used to measure the activity of video traffic showing the LRD characteristic. Three different methods for Hurst parameter estimation of VBR MPEG video traffic are presented and their performance of LRD analysis is compared for various video traffic bit streams. We can classify the activity of video data based on the Hurst parameter value; for example, the data with a large Hurst parameter contain large motions. In the F-ARIMA(1, d, 0) process, the parameter value d is related to the LRD characteristic in the sense that the parameter d is proportional to the Hurst parameter. Further research will focus on applications of Hurst parameter estimation to traffic control of real LRD MPEG video traffic in ATM networks.
